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I think the first Latin phrase
I learned in school was caveat emp-
tor. It was a caution to buyers to be
wary of less than respectable sell-
ers, of whom there were many in
Roman times. I found evidence
that this tradition is still alive in
the fact that the AER Coaches
Guide, available on Amazon for
US$50 is being offered on eBay for
US$165.75 with free shipping!
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery,
available on Amazon.com Prime
(aka with free shipping) for
US$24.95 is advertised on eBay
for US$26.41 with free shipping!
My book, More on Coaching
Archery, is offered on eBay for
US$42.95 with free shipping! This
book is available brand new on
Amazon.com for US$24.95 with
free shipping if you are a Prime
member, if not s&h is less than
US$5. My book Winning Archery is
offered for US$35.75 (yes, With
Free Shipping!) but which you can
buy directly from Amazon.com for
US$19.95 with either free ship-
ping or low cost shipping.

What is going on? A little
research told me. Internet sales are
a mechanism that cuts out any
number of middle men. The peo-
ple making the offers described
above are inserting themselves into
places vacated by those old middle
men. Here is how it works. Anyone
biting on the US$42.95 offer for
More on Coaching Archery (with free
shipping!) pays this bloke
US$42.95 via PayPal or whatever.
This person, then goes onto

Amazon.com and orders the book
for US$24.95 and has it delivered
to “his customer” by Amazon. For
just a few keystrokes, this “seller”
has made US$18! He has no
inventory, no shipping department,
no accounts receivable, etc. and
does nothing to faciliate the trans-
action, other than skimming off
some money dishonestly.

So, we urge you to check
Amazon.com directly to see if you
can buy any of our books before
biting on a book on eBay that
seems kind of expensive. You may
save yourself a great deal of money.
This is also why we have hotlinked
all of our book ads to Amazon.
com; one click on an ad and you
can see their price. (They do not
always have the best price, it is just
for comparison purposes.) You can
also just do a general Internet
search for “<book title> best price”
to see where you can get it cheap-
est. And, I hope that these eBay
“sellers” will disappear like the
Nigerian prince looking for help
getting at his millions of dollars
when their scam no longer works.

We are using Amazon as our
primary distributor because of our
publishing strategy: we never want
our books to go “out of print” and
thus become unavailable, so we
publish through a “print on
demand” service which only prints
a book when they get an order.

This issue of AF has many of
your favorite authors. Larry Wise
is back! (Hooray!) I have been ask-

ing him to write about the new
Compound NTS developed by
USA Archery. He is a good one to
tackle this as he was a prime devel-
oper of this shooting technique.
Larry is also one of the busiest
guys on Planet Archery, so we are
always grateful when he can make
the time to write for you.

Randi Smith has written
about Para Classification—no, not
the classifications, the procedures
and opportunities for getting clas-
sified (again . . . hooray!).

We have two Archery DIY
articles for you! William Moltzan
tells you how to take a rotary tool
and turn it into quite a good arrow
saw. (I made a similar one before I
bought a commercial saw.) And
Mike Gerard is begining a series
encouraging you to undertake
building your own gear. This time
it is building arrows; next time
bowstrings and cables.

Tom Dorigatti gets a start on
describing myriad double sear
release aids and Bob Ryder writes
about using a “post event debrief-
ing” to help struggling archers find
their way. Hugh Soar writes about
how archers have used their senses
of sight and touch to enhance their
ability with their bows. And I add
my two cents as to how to promote
good mental skills in your coach-
ing and shooting.

Enjoy!

Buyer Beware

editorial
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Tom Dorigatti has been an avid archer and
Bowhunter for over 55 years. He has been
hunting with a bow and arrow since he was 10
years old. Although bowhunting was his pri-
mary objective, target archery quickly took a
front seat for the times when hunting season
wasn’t open. Tom has been a member of the
National Field Archery Association for 45 years
and has actively participated in tournaments or
on ranges in no fewer than 37 states, as well as
Guam and the Azores. He has also been
involved in managing archery leagues and
tournaments up to and including NFAA Sec-
tional events since 1968. He is a NFAA/USA
Archery Certified Level 3 instructor.
Tom is the author of three books, “ProActive

Archery,” “The Puzzled Archer,” and “The
Puzzled Cyclist.” 

Bob Ryder is a four time National Collegiate
Archery Coach of the Year, an NAA Level IV
Coach, a Recipient of the Maurice Thompson
Medal of Honor from USA Archery, a past
U.S. Intercollegiate All-American and
National Champion, past member of the US
Archery Team, National Judge, Tournament
Director for over 35 National Archery Cham-
pionships, including National Indoor, Target,
and Field Championships, past Vice-Presi-
dent and member of the NAA Board of Gov-
ernors, pats Chairman and Executive Com-
mittee Member of the College Division of the
NAA (USCA) and member of the James
Madison University Athletic Hall of Fame.
His is currently a Coach of the James Madison
University Archery Team which has produced
42 All-Americans, 16 National Champions,
23 National Team Titles and 14 World
Champions during his tenure

William Moltzan started in archery 1971.
First bow 40# recurve Scorpion by Blackhawk.
Bought with my paper route money. Hunted for
deer 1978-1982 with Bear Magnum 70# com-
pound. Olympic Recurve 2005-2011. 2011-
current target compound, Hoyt Contender.
Have built my own arrows since 1980, strings,
recurve & compound since 2005. Build other
archery-related items on my lathe and mill.

Hugh D.H Soar is one of the world's leading
specialists in the history of traditional archery,
particularly the design and usage of the Eng-
lish longbow. He began a successful shooting
career over sixty years ago, gaining recogni-
tion as a Main Grade Coach. He is currently
Secretary to the Society of Archer Antiquaries
and the author of a number of important books
on traditional archery. They include: 'The
Crooked Stick – a History of the Longbow'.
'Secrets of the English War Bow' with Mark
Stretton and Joseph Gibbs. 'The Romance of
Archery - a Social History of the Longbow'.
'Straight and True - a Select history of the
Arrow'  'Shooting the Longbow', and in course
of preparation. 'The Young Archer'. 

Hugh is a Member of the 'British Long
Bow Society', the 'Royal Toxophilite Society',
and the 'Mary Rose Society'. He is a Freeman
of two London Livery Companies, - The Wor-
shipful Company of Fletchers,  and the Wor-
shipful Company of Bowyers.

Larry Wise is an archery coach and an author
of five books on archery. In 2004 Larry retired
from 35 years of teaching math and now con-
centrates on coaching archery, writing, and
volunteer work. Most recently Larry was one
of four coaches of the USA Archery team for the
World Indoor Championships in Denmark in
2005. The team won 13 medals including
seven golds. As well as giving private coaching
sessions, Larry conducts two-day Core Archery
shooting schools at clubs and archery pro shops.
The school concentrates on proper shooting
form for using back tension and gives the par-
ticipants a written individual plan for practice
and form inprovement.

Coach Randi Smith has been the National
Para Head Coach for USA Archery from 2005
through 2018 She has coached archers to five
Paralympic medals, including two Para-
lympic Champion titles. A Level 5-NTS
coach, she and her husband Larry own Salt
Lake Archery. She has been the head coach for
the Utah Hot Shots JOAD club since 1986.
Smith has two Masters Degrees: one in educa-
tional psychology and the other in adapted
physical education; both from the University
of Utah. She is a licensed professional counselor
and therapeutic recreation specialist.

Mike Gerard began competing in archery in
1971 when he was 11 years old. After a cou-
ple of long hard years of being dead last in the
club he belonged to, he decided to start learn-
ing how to do things. It paid off and a string
of events went well. To date he has five
national championships with multiple 2nd
and 3rd finishes. He holds the Junior JOAD
record in the Vegas tournament Shooting 598
of 600 in 1975. Mike has numerous state
championships in California and Utah in
Target, Field and indoor. He is still the
youngest adult male to hold a national cham-
pionship. He won the adult national champi-
onships in 1975 at the age of 14. He was the
fith individual to be named All-American in
college all four years. He is in the Athletic Hall
of Fame of Cal State Los Angeles along with
Billie Jean King and Tommy Lister.
Through the years he has designed and

manufactured a number of archery products.
He has been a national team member several
times, World Indoor and Field team member
numerous times and finished fifth in his only
Grand Prix event.
Mike teaches both Unlimited Compound

and release and Olympic Style Recurve and
has trained a number of JOAD Olympians
and Jr. World Team members as well as
adults.  He has started and run multiple
JOAD programs and has served on the
National Coaches Development Committee
and the Board of Justice for USA Archery.
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As I stated in the last article, and it is worth
stating again, I could just about write a whole book
exclusively about single sear archery release aids. They
are still out there and are still being used (mostly for
hunting). For example, many current wrist strap
release aids are of single sear design. The less expen-
sive models don’t have trigger adjustments at all.
Some have travel adjustment. The more expensive
releases have travel and tension adjustments.

Handheld single sear releases bridged the gap
between rope-spike and hinge releases and the more
modern and smoothly operated double sear release
aids so common in the handheld release aid market
today.

For the sake of brevity and also from a knowledge
standpoint, I have chosen to write about those single,
and now those double, sear releases that I have had
direct experience with. I won’t discuss them all either,
but rather the ones that I either quickly abandoned or
those that I stuck with for quite some time. A student
of the game and release aids can see the progression
and changes to the ergonomics and the changes in the
mechanisms and adjustability of today’s release aids
versus those of the “Release Aid Invasion” of the
1970’s. There also has been a release aid innovation
for the double sear release aids since the beginnings in
the early 1980’s to a huge surge of innovations and
improvements since the early 2000’s! Even over the
past five years, the innovations and advances are too
numerous to count. Some of the “innovations” are
cosmetic or have simply been brought forth again
only in a cleaned up form and fancier packaging and

marketing campaigns. One thing for certain is that
the prices have gone up accordingly.

So many could be discussed, but I have so little
time and space to discuss them. I could well imagine
if one was to go on a search for just double sear release
aids available now, the types and styles would easily
number in the hundreds. And as with anything else,
you get what you pay for. If you want smoothness,
good ergonomics, and adjustability that holds adjust-
ments and doesn’t wear out, you are going to pay for
it. That decision is up to you and you alone based
upon what your goals in archery happen to be.

Double Sear Release Aids Hit the Scene
I am not about to even try to enumerate the sheer
quantity of double sear release aids that came out in
the early 1980’s and are still being brought forth by
each release aid manufacturer! They probably number
in the thousands by now. For this article, I had to
make a decision, and I arbitrarily split my discussion
of double sear release aids into two articles instead of
just one. I selected a break date of 2000 because of the
turn of the millenium and the entire hullabaloo that
went on at that point with regard to computers and
dynamics. It just seemed like a great point to break off
the double sear release aids from the “progressive dou-
ble sear release aids.” I also seems that about that time
is when, besides Carter Enterprises, many other com-
panies went on campaigns to build higher quality,
more adjustable, smoother, and more ergonomic hand
held release aids.

I’m not going to bore you with explanations of the

by Tom Dorigatti

Double Sear Release
Aids Take Over

Part 1
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inner workings of double sear release aids; I’m not an
engineer and don’t fully understand all the advantages
of the newer double sear designs as compared to the
earlier ones. I also cannot really put the ones I’ve
selected in a perfect progression as to a time line
either; too many came onto the scene too fast.
Archers, including myself, seemed to be trying and
changing release aids faster than we changed our
underwear; at least at the beginning! So, what you are
going to get is more of a pictorial representation and
a “look and see for yourself ” progression of the dou-
ble sears. I don’t think I’ve ever shot a “bad” double
sear release aid; it is that some were, and are, better for
me than others!

So, here we go!
The first photo (below) shows a Mystery Release

Montage (courtesy of Steve Ruis). The reason for
showing it is to demonstrate the boxy appearances of
some of the first few double sear release aids I recol-
lect. I cannot tell you the names given to these releas-
es, but I do remember shooting with one very similar
in appearance. It looks like a single sear, but there was
a small cocking mechanism on the release aid. The
other potential problem with this release was that the
gate was open and very short. You can see that it used
a small diameter rope, but even then if you put the
release at the wrong angle, it would come right off the
peg and obviously fire the arrow. The second photo
(above right courtesy of Dean Pridgen) is and Original
Annie Rue release that was a release that I picked up
on because of its comfort and ergonomics. The one
shown is without a rope, but you can see the hole in
the release body where the rope would go. One prob-

lem with this rope positioning was if your hand posi-
tion wasn’t quite right, the rope would hit your fingers
at full draw. The larger hole at the base is for a lanyard
so you wouldn’t drop the release (a costly mistake).

It wasn’t long until the double sears graduated to
easier cocking mechanisms so that the release could
be “cocked” and then the other sear engaged by clos-
ing the gate after wrapping the rope around the string
and into the gate or onto the peg.

But, before that happened there were a few
designers who decided that the pinky finger or the
third finger was a better triggering point. They hadn’t
yet been convinced that the thumb trigger was the
way to go. Perhaps it was due to the problem with fit-
ting that mechanism near the first finger and there
wasn’t room to fit in the cocking mechanism and
spring in such a confined space; I don’t know. As
archers, we didn’t much care how it was done, but
more concerned with having it work properly and not
hang up or become scratchy and have a lot of travel.
Since the pads of our thumbs are so sensitive, for the
time being trigger travel was a huge concern and trig-
ger tensions were not considered to be a big problem
. . . yet. So, the next photo (top of next page, courtesy
of Archery Talk) shows the No Limit Ringer. It didn’t
have a rope or even a hole through which you could
put one through, so hook up was directly on the bow-
string. This release had to be shot with an eliminator
button and obviously was a string burner; but hey, it
fired by pressing the trigger with your third or “ring”
finger; thus the name “Ringer.” Many shooters were
coming off third finger releases such as a Stuart Hot
Shot or a Rolease, so going with a ring finger trigger
was a shorter learning curve.

Since many archers used a metal “loop” that the
gate of the release hooked to, Ben Pearson and a cou-

Continued on Next Page
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ple of others came up with a plastic cased, double
seared release with a head that turned with however
the shooter wanted to hold the release. Yes, the shoot-
er could go fully pinky up or pinky down and the
release gate rotated, thereby not putting a bind on the
bowstring, the nock or the release aid. (Who cares
about the shooter’s release hand?) Pearson called it
The Best (see photo, courtesy Dean Pridgen).

I hunted with The Best release aid and had success
with it as a hunting release aid. For target shooting
however, I couldn’t generate good scores with it. I
think it was due to the length of the throat of the
release aid and the fact that it was a “thumb trigger”
release aid. I never had much real success with a
thumb trigger. This release was also my first go
around with a thumb trigger release. The release was
very noisy when you cocked it, and you had to look at
the bowstring in order to hook it up. In addition, as a
bow hunter, you had to have another eliminator but-
ton in order to stop the release from sliding down the
bowstring if you shot it that way. There was also no
convenient way to hook a lanyard to it. More than
once, I dropped the release on the ground and had to

get out of my stand to retrieve it.
FS Sports jumped into the game (along with many,

many others) and came up with some very nice three-
and four-finger thumb trigger release aids. Below are
two versions of the FS Sports releases, the Vegas3 and
the JAG4 (photos courtesy of Dean Pridgen). They
came in multiple colors and were pretty nice releases.
Some of the things I didn’t like about them were they
required you to put the rope around the string and into
the slot before cocking the release and then shutting
the gate, and the fact that getting most all of the travel
out of the release was exceedingly difficult. One last
thing was that the trigger was quite stiff, and the only
way to cure that was to open the release and try to find
a lighter spring that would fit. Those pictured don’t
have a rope, but you can clearly see the holes where you
would put the rope to hook on the bowstring and into
the gate, and the hole for the lanyard to stop you from
dropping the release aid. I saw many fine scores shot
with the FS Sports releases. But alas, they were thumb
trigger releases, so I didn’t hang very long with one.

Along comes Lloyd Napier
Sometime around 1982 or so (give or take, I don’t
know for sure), Lloyd Napier designed and built the
original Fail Safe release. This release, or at least the
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Do you know why the same dozen or so archers win all of the
major compound archery tournaments? Do you know what their
advantage is? It is based on the “80:20 law” which states that “the
first 80% of the result is produced by the first 20% of the effort.”
Many compound archers settle for the 80%, but the compound
“top guns” didn’t. The question is: Do you want to tackle the
“other 20%” and see if you can join those at the top?

If so, you need to get your copy of ProActive Archery today!

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

ones I worked with and shot had plastic cases, a rea-
sonably stiff cocking mechanism, a bit better
ergonomics, a rope to go around the string, a shorter
throat, and a shallower gate which made getting the
rope around the string and into the gate much easier.
In addition, you could adjust the trigger travel. The
original Fail Safe also fired with the pinky finger. The
original Napier model had a narrow bar that was easy
to find with your pinky and your pinky engaged the
trigger right away. The release was of a straight design
and had a hole for the index finger. The gate opened
easily and it was easy to get the rope around the string
and into the short slot and then close the gate. Later
models had a “button” for a trigger and your pinky

“found” the button quite easily. It had a larger surface
area, which helped a lot. Once again, however, the
release aid was noisy when fired and the only way to
change the tension on the trigger was to find a differ-
ent spring that would fit (or make one!). The cocking
mechanism was strong, so “gate time” was pretty fast
(see two photos below and one at the top of the next page,
courtesy of Dean Pridgen). Some had plastic cases,
but the later models had metal cases. Lloyd was

Continued on Next Page
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already getting ready for something special, and Dean
Pridgen was on a mission!

While the original Fail Safe releases were okay,
they weren’t what the shooters were really looking for.
They wanted something smoother. They wanted
something less bulky. They wanted something that
had a lighter trigger but with a faster lock time. That
meant two springs of different tensions. Shooters
were starting to shy away from ring and pinky acti-
vated releases, but not too many thumb activated
releases were doing well because of the problems with
fitting all this in the confined space behind the first
finger. Many didn’t like being confined to a hole for

their first finger and wanted something more open.
Along come two releases, both of which I think were
designed by Lloyd Napier, the Fail Safe Tulsa, OK and
Frank’s Release (referring to Frank Pearson, who also
had a hand in this) (see photos below and next page). 

You can see that first off, they both have a rope
and a short gate to make loading the rope a bit easier.

Larry Wise, one of the premier archery coaches in the
United States, is sharing his coaching wisdom, espe-
cially for coaches of compound-release archers but
also bowhunters. So, if you coach or want to “self
coach” yourself, there is now a new addition to the
coaching literature just for you.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is an
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not
just on the shooting of arrows out of bows but on how
to coach people to do that better.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Coach!

Available at Better Pro Shops and Online Booksellers!

http://www.amazon.com/Larry-Wise-Coaching-Archery/dp/0991332628/ref=tmm_pap_title_0?ie=UTF8&qid=1404227343&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/Larry-Wise-Coaching-Archery/dp/0991332628/ref=tmm_pap_title_0?ie=UTF8&qid=1404227343&sr=1-1
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They are both thumb trigger releases. They are both
four finger designs and have a slightly rearward rest-
ing spot for the pinky finger and offer the option of
placing your finger at the very end of the release only
farther back. This last statement is a sign of some-
thing to come with regard to Fail Safe releases!

But first, I need to show you something that was

a concept not often visited but came onto the scene
for a short time, only to be abandoned. A release that
could be set up to trip with the thumb, the pinky, or
both! Oh, yes! The best thing since sliced bread, you
say? Not knowing which finger was tripping the
release you say? Well, some loved the concept, but
most hated it and made a choice of one or the other
but not both. Personally I tried the setup for both and
didn’t like that idea at all. Remember, I’d not had any
luck with thumb trigger releases (see photo below,

Coaches, Do You Want “Even More”?

In this sequel to More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve Ruis
addresses a full range of coaching levels and subjects, supplying tools
and new perspectives for archery coaches at all levels.

Topics include: how to teach using a release aid the right way, why it is
imperative to shoot “in the now,” how to deal with archers of different
personality types, how to establish when an archer is relaxed and bal-
anced, what to look for when observing archers, how to practice effec-
tively, how compound bows mislead archers, how to use video, what’s
wrong with competitive age categories in youth archery . . . and much,
much more, More than half of the chapters in this book have never
been published before.

Get your copy of Even More on Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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courtesy Dean Pridgen)! While this says “Browning”
on it, don’t you think it has Fail Safe (and Lloyd
Napier) characteristics written all over it? I cannot say
for sure if Lloyd was behind this one or not, but it sure
looks like an off shoot of his Fail Safe releases.

The Fail Safe II by Dean Pridgen
I must admit I’m biased as all get out! Probably my
most favorite double sear release aid of all time is the
Fail Safe II by Dean Pridgen. Why? Well, wouldn’t
you be biased if you shot all of your lifetime personal
best scores with a particular release aid? Wouldn’t you
keep talking about it and having it in the back of your
mind in spite of the “thing” being called obsolete, old,
out of date and inferior to today’s “modern” thumb
trigger release aids that have thumb barrels, inter-
changeable springs, adjustable travel and adjustable
tension. Today’s releases have all of the ergonomics
you can wrap your mitt around . . . pretty colors, too!
Some now even have adjustable bodies to help you
customize the fit to your hand! Of course, we are pay-
ing a lot of money for this “technology” aren’t we? Do
they really shoot far better than those of days gone by?
I’m not going to outline my palmarès for you. It does-
n’t include anything but a couple of state champi-
onships, and some second place finishes in sectional
tournaments. It also includes many, many loacal tour-
naments, however: indoor, outdoor, and even 3-D. It
also includes some scores that I’ve never approached
with any other release aid I’ve tried and trust me; I’ve
tried tons of them. I still have many of the “new
breed” releases, too.

So, let’s get on with the show concerning the Fail
Safe II by Dean Pridgen. I switched to this release aid
in 1986 when I switched over to shooting right-hand-
ed at the advice of Dean Pridgen. I sold everything
left-handed that I owned. I selected a pair of releases,
the Fail Safe II and made up my mind that I would
learn that release and put the others into the drawer.
So away I went. You can read about that later or in my
book ProActive Archery, if you are curious.

The photos below show some raw beginnings of
the Fail Safe II. The first one was rough around the
edges. The release was cocked by pressing in the long
bar on the pinky side of the release. You had to have
the gate open so that once you press the cocking bar;
you could wrap the rope around the string, put it into
the gate and then close the gate. The one depicted is
obviously thumb activated. You could use your pinky
finger as a safety to stop the cocking lever from disen-
gaging, but of course you needed your pinky out of the

way because that cocking lever came streaking out-
wards when the release tripped (see photos below, cour-
tesy Dean Pridgen). If you look at the second photo,
you will see a flaw in that release aid. Dean told me the
machinist got carried away and cut the side a bit too
thin. Since there was a tournament coming up and
Dean needed the release, they went with it anyway and
Dean won the tournament with that release aid.

Things for the Fail
Safe II only got better
from this point for-
ward! I don’t know if
the metal Fail Safe II
came out first or if
Golden Eagle had
Lloyd (or whomever)
make the case out of
plastic first, but howev-
er it turned out, the Fail
Safe II did have the
option of going with
the thumb trigger, or the pinky trigger, or both (see
next photo). This was accomplished by locking down
either the thumb or the pinky and using what
remained moving to activate the release, or you could
set the travel on both of them to where they either
released at the same time (as close as you could tell)
or you set on a tiny tad earlier than the other. The
other nice thing about this release is that the case isn’t
held together with steel bolts. The Fail Safe II releas-
es use 4-40 NF brass screws that are countersunk into
the case. The case isn’t “split” 50-50, which makes
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Right-Note the crumbling
aluminum from a machining
error. This didn’t stop Dean
Pridgen from winning a
tournament using it ... but
then very few things did.
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opening up the case to clean and lubricate the release
much easier. It won’t explode when you open it and
send the springs and parts flying all over. All the pins
inside are stainless dowel pins and the parts them-
selves do not rust.

With the Fail Safe II, you can also simply remove
either the pinky trigger or the thumb trigger without
locking one of them down. The second photo (above)
shows the Fail Safe II set in thumb trigger only mode.
Once again, you press in the cocking mechanism with
the gate open. Then you wrap the rope around the
string and into the slot and close the gate (or with a
D-loop, put the loop into the slot and close the gate).
When you draw the bow back, you can put your pinky
into the small ridge at the end of the cocking lever as
a safety and when anchored move the pinky out of the
way. It is a simple process. The Fail Safe II has a very
light standard trigger that can be adjusted for travel.
You cannot however adjust the tension of the trigger.
To do that, you have to put in a heavier spring. I have
been lucky in that I have a box of spare parts for my

two Fail Safe II release aids. The length of the rope
could be preset while you had the release case open
and then the ends melted to hold the rope in place
and then the case was closed. I had one rope failure by
doing it this way, and from that point on, I used a
knotted rope that had the knot on the outside of the
case and I could change the rope anytime I wanted to
or adjust the length of the rope (to fine tune my
anchor!) anytime I wanted to. I found that after a
rainstorm the release rope would shrink after it dried
and I would have to reset the rope length for the next
shooting session. Not many people ever even consid-
ered that. (D-loops do the same thing after getting
them wet; hint, hint.)

The option I personally chose for my Fail Safe II
by Dean Pridgen releases was the pinky finger trigger
option. I found that for me, I shot much better and
with better control by using the pinky trigger. It was-
n’t for lack of trying with the thumb only and the
thumb/pinky options, however. It flat came down to
runs of 10 field/hunter round scores each way several
times and going with the data. My data over and over
again clearly show I shot far better with a pinky trig-
ger than the other options. Never trust just one set of
data or data that are based upon only a few sample
sets! You will notice that I have a lanyard attached.
Even that lanyard is of a given length and sits in the
same position on my wrist every time I use the release
aid. You can also see how I knot the release rope. The
knot was always placed on the bottom and just off the
end of the throat of the release. Consistency, consis-

(Bottom) This Fail Safe II was set up for thumb triggering.

This is the author’s Fail Safe II was set up for pinky finger 
triggering.

Continued on the Next Page



tency, correct? That rope length (when I
shot “rope around the string” with this
release) was marked down and was easy to
check to keep it the same. The ends of the
knot are melted down so the knot cannot
slip. The Fail Safe II can easily be shot off
a D-loop. The loop does show some signs
of wear more quickly with this release than
the other, but I think that is because the
trip gate is setup for “rope around the
string” and just sits in the slot differently.

Conclusion
Due to the ages of the raw beginning dou-
ble sear release aids, I had to rely on pho-
tos contributed by my brothers, Pat and
Peter Dorigatti from theirs and my father’s
collection of release aids, my friends,
specifically Dean Pridgen, Roger
Wheaton, and Steve Ruis. In addition, I
have a smallish collection of releases, most
of which I shot really well with and won’t part com-
pany with. By far and above the best release I ever
shot with is and will likely now remain the Fail Safe
II by Dean Pridgen. I would hate to start to count
how many release aids I’ve tried and tested and I
always seem to fall back to pining away to shoot my
Fail Safe IIs. They both have thousands upon thou-
sands of shots out of them and I’ve never had a single
failure. The “guts” inside are original. I have multiple
sets of inside parts and springs for them that were
given to me by Dean many years ago. They are not
rusty and look brand new, which they are.

With a few exceptions, this article deals with dou-
ble sear releases that I have shot and have loads of
experience with. Roger Wheaton was kind enough to
send me a small collage of release aids (see above right),
which includes one of the old Stanislawski Hinge
Releases, the Four Finger. Yes, I shot one of those too,
way back when. It didn’t fit my hand well and after
about 100 shots, I had a heckuva blister on my middle
finger. The releases are: Original Fail Safe, Stanislawski
4 Hole, Fail Safe II by Dean Pridgen set up with both
pinky and thumb trigger activation, and the PSE
Catalina with a handle that bears striking resemblance
to the shape of the Carter Colby release aid from 2009
or thereabouts. The PSE Catalina however is a lot
older than that! I told you that many companies got
into the release aid manufacture and retail sales.
Heaven only knows how many “basement projects” are
out there that only a few of us have ever seen or used. 

The last photo (I promise) for this article is one
to get you chewing your cud until we meet again. It is
a photo of a release aid that was highly popular some-
time around 2002 or 2003 (Don’t quote me on that,
I’m probably wrong). I know you’ve been thinking
about “why don’t they have a release aid that you
could shoot as a hinge or shoot it as a thumb trigger”?
Well, that has been thought of before folks! So, if you
see somebody come out with one of those contrap-
tions, it is not a new concept . . . it simply has been
dusted off and remarketed as something “new and
improved.” Carter made the Solution 3, and it has the
ability of being either a hinge or a thumb trigger! It is
a great shooting release aid and that is why I still have
it! Don’t use it much, but I still have it (see photo
below)!
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For the next article I am going to write more about
double sear triggers (mostly with thumb triggers) and
other release aids involved in the recent “Revolution,
Part II.” There have been literally many hundreds of
different designs, shapes and styles of hand-held
releases by numerous manufacturers that have come
on the scene since 2000! I’ll see what I can come up
with by doing some searching and hunting around in
the archives! This is fun, fun, fun. I hope you are
enjoying it!

Good Shooting,
Tom Dorigatti

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won
numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA com-
petition, as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993
FITA World Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no
longer!

Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.

Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding
techniques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and
which are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use
in field archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in
unmarked shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!

While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

http://www.amazon.com/Professional-Archery-Technique-Kirk-Ethridge/dp/0982147120/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1294245497&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.com/Professional-Archery-Technique-Kirk-Ethridge/dp/0982147120/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1294245497&sr=8-1
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As an archery coach you have a tendency to
become very invested in your students and you often
take it personally when they meet with disappoint-
ment. After all, you often times take them under your
wing when they are very young or inexperienced. You
teach them the basics and help them select their
equipment. You suggest specific exercises and pro-
grams to improve their strength and endurance. Later
on, you teach them how to tune their equipment and
help them set their goals for the future both for
archery competition and life in general. You help
them put together a training plan designed to meet
their archery goals and teach them the mental game.
You meet with them regularly to review their
progress, make adjustments and tweak their training
plan.

Everything seems to be working smoothly when
you approach one of the critical events in the game
plan . . . an important tournament that the student has
set as an intermediate goal on his path to his ultimate
goal. You have taken steps
to make the archer com-
fortable at the event by
advising him/her what to
expect. You explain what
the venue is like, what for-
mat will be used (aggregate
score or qualifying rounds
w/elimination rounds),
anything unusual that they
may experience, any peculiarities in scoring, what
kind of a crowd to expect and who they may get to
shoot with at the event. Then you review their shot
sequence once again and tell them that you believe in
them and that all their hard work has prepared them
for the task at hand. All they have to do is execute

their shots, one at a time, and everything else will take
care of itself.

The day of the event arrives. Your student wakes
up late, couldn’t sleep all night, stomach feels queasy,
hands are shaking, can’t eat breakfast, gets to the
shoot late, can only find his backup tab, forgot to wear
his lucky socks, gets assigned to a target with guys he
dislikes shooting with and he has to keep score.
Forget the excuses . . . they just don’t matter. It’s a
great day anytime we get to shoot archery.

Regardless of the circumstances, sometimes your
student will find a way to underperform in such a
spectacular manner that it suggests maybe both of you
should take up bowling. Sometimes the big stage can
derail an archer before they ever get started. Other
times, they perform on par through the qualifying
round before totally imploding in the first round of
eliminations. 

It just doesn’t matter to your student how it hap-
pened. What matters is that in his mind he has failed.

Your student may be an
experienced enough com-
petitor to understand that
this was a disappointment
and a temporary setback. A
very healthy attitude. But
with some students, in their
minds, it may not just be a
failure . . . it may be an Epic
Failure that is both soul

crushing and life altering. Both of these types of stu-
dents are treasures if we do our jobs.

I’ve seen many coaches that take the approach
that you need to steer clear of this student and let
them have some time so they can get over it. That’s
the “Que Sera Approach” (what will be will be). You

Putting Humpty
Dumpty Together

Again
by Bob Ryder, JMU Coach

“Regardless of the circum-
stances, sometimes your stu-

dent will find a way to underper-
form in such a spectacular man-
ner that it suggests maybe both
of you should take up bowling.”
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may have a student
rebound hungrier than ever
. . . but you’ll have others
that look for a better
investment for their time
that may yield more success
. . . or at least more happi-
ness.

This is where I bring in Humpty Dumpty as a
reference to the student. Humpty Dumpty sat on a
wall (of expectations). Humpty Dumpty had a Great
Fall (the results). All the Kings Horses and all the
Kings Men couldn’t put Humpty Dumpty together
again. I say we CAN put Humpty Dumpty together
again . . . with his help.

I encourage you to take a completely different tact
from the coaches above who choose to take a hands-
off approach. I believe that you should meet with the
student at your earliest possible convenience in an
effort to reduce the damage and its lasting effects.
Those of you who have read any of my previous work
will remember how high I am on “Comfort Zones
and Resetting the Thermostat.” A method where by
analyzing the student’s scorecard you can get to know
their tendencies, weaknesses and strengths, and help
them to realize they are a much better shooter than

the score on that particular
card would indicate. In this
case, I definitely want to do
that scorecard analysis but
given the fact that this was a
critical event, an intermedi-
ate goal, I would also like to

introduce another tool.
Physician heal thyself. I propose that you use a

“Post Event Debriefing” to allow the student to take
a few minutes of their own time to complete. If you
prefer, you can administer it yourself showing that you
are in this together. But part of the value of this is to
get the archer’s feedback with little or no prompting
from you. This will actually allow the archer to record
the raw results and thoughts and to draw his own
conclusions and make or suggest his own adjustments
to his training plan going forward.

I recently had a team at a major event. This was
actually the first tournament for several of the archers
on the team. At the end of the tournament I really
wanted some feedback to help us as coaches on our
way forward. I went home and designed this form and
we offered it to all the archers who shot the event. I
was encouraged when I saw the number of team
members who completed the form and turned it in.

Continued on the Next Page

“It just doesn’t matter to your
student how it happened. What
matters is that in his mind he

has failed.”

Are you tired from trying not to suck?

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Are you .  .  . ?
Finding not sucking to be harder and harder?

Are you .  .  . ?
Tired of hear from your buddies about their winns and places when you

aren’t scoring anywhere close to them?
Are you .  .  . ?

Missing something from your game, you just can’t figure out what it is.
Then . . .

Why You Suck at Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the
“how to shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find
something is missing, Why You Suck at Archery addresses not only why
you suck but what you can do about it.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

http://www.amazon.com/Why-You-Suck-at-Archery/dp/0984886036/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1356724230&sr=8-1&keywords=Why+You+Suck+at+Archery
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Post Event Debriefing

Event ___________________________________ Date ___________________

Name _________________________________________

1. Based on your preparation for this event what was your expected outcome and/or
score?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

2. How did your actual results compare to your expected outcome?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

3. If your actual results were better than expected, what do you attribute that success
to?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

4. If your actual results were worse than expected, what specific area do you think
caused this result? Please elaborate.
A. Equipment Failure _______________________________________________
B. Equipment Tune _________________________________________________
C. Fatigue ________________________________________________________
D. Form Breakdown ________________________________________________
E. Poor Execution __________________________________________________
F. Mental Game ___________________________________________________

5. Did you learn anything during the tournament that will help you resolve any issue
that may have led to a result that came up short of your expectation?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

6. Are you interested in reviewing your current techniques and preparation for future
events?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
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Still Can’t Get Enough on Coaching?

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

In this sequel to Coaching Archery, More on Coaching
Archery, and Even More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve
Ruis addresses a full range of coaching levels and subjects, sup-
plying tools and new perspectives for archery coaches of all lev-
els. Archery Focus magazine Editor Steve Ruis’s first coaching
book, Coaching Archery focussed on serving beginning-to-
intermediate coaches and is the best selling archery coaching
book available. All of the subsequent books are addressed to all
archery coaches of all levels.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

But even more impressive were the well thought out
comments that showed how serious they were when
they filled out the form.

One young lady even went so far as to assume the
coach’s position of drawing conclusions and mapping
out the logical path forward to her to reach her next
level of success. It makes you proud when you see stu-
dents who have the work ethic to advance their skills
to the next level and the intelligence to put all the
parts together required to be successful as an archer or
a coach.

You have the opportunity to complete and/or
review the Post Event Debriefing form with your stu-
dent. By doing so you have another opportunity to
strengthen the bond between you and your student
while you learn what may have led to his less than stel-
lar performance in this Critical Event. With the use of
this form and the analysis of the scorecard you will be
able to Reset the Thermostat, Rehabilitate the Archers
Self Image, and Reinforce the importance of continu-
ing to work and further develop the training plan.

The road is not always easy. There will be bumps
along the way. You have to believe. Believe in your
training plan, believe in your equipment, believe in
your coach, and most of all, Believe in Yourself. 

Henry Ford once said,

“Whether you think you can … or think you can’t . . .
you’re probably right!”

You are welcome to use the form that I have
included in this article with your students and you are
also welcome to alter this form in any way, using my
questions or developing your own. After all, we are all
just looking for More . . . More Gold Medals, More
Successful Archers and, most of all . . . More Smiles
on the faces of our students.

Thanks for spending this time with me. I look
forward to seeing you on the shooting field.

http://www.amazon.com/Still-More-Coaching-Archery-Steve/dp/0991332636/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1462215835&sr=1-1&keywords=Still+More+on+Coaching+Archery
http://www.amazon.com/Still-More-Coaching-Archery-Steve/dp/0991332636/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1462215835&sr=1-1&keywords=Still+More+on+Coaching+Archery
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The Senses of Archery
by Hugh D.H. Soar

Humans are gifted with five senses and we
target archers are concerned with three: sight, touch,
and hearing. Of these touch and sight are paramount.
In this article we will begin by looking at the aids to
each, evolved and developed across the years and we’ll
start with “sight” and sighting with aiming as its pur-
pose.

Turning first to Roger Ascham – he devotes a
page or two to “aiming,” but “sighting” in the sense
that we understand it was not yet a concept. He advo-
cates looking directly at the target or “point of aim”
during both draw and loose, adding The chiefe cause
men cannot shoote streight is because they looke at
theyr shaftes. He advocates an eye, mark, arrow rela-
tionship based upon the discipline of “full-draw.”

He does, however, accept that . . . some very good
archers in drawinge loke at the Marke until they come
almost to the head, then they loke at theyr shafte; but at
the very loose, with a second
sightinge they finde theyr
Marke agen.

The Invention of Draw
Length Aids
It is appropriate here to
look briefly at the emer-
gence of the first “aid” to
acquiring full-draw, fore-
runner of the piece of
rubber on the arrow rest
familiar to steel bow

shooters of the last century and the clicker; the
“ridged” and “silver spoon” pile. Mentioned by
Ascham we are introduced to these in Toxophilus
(1545 CE) as . . . good bothe to kepe a length, and because
a man may pull it to the shoulder and no further. He
explains “silver spoon” by referring to the “knob”
which identified these spoons.

These made a brief and not entirely welcome
modern commercial re-appearance in the 1980’s when
certain members of the British Long-Bow Society
used them for a time. Although they were a valuable
aid to checking draw length, they were said to dam-
age targets when withdrawn; if they were not secure-
ly fitted by pinning, they were also liable to come off
and remain embedded when the arrow was with-
drawn, and their use was soon banned by clubs. 

He also briefly mentions a man which did cast of
his gear and layed it in the mid way between the prickes.

Some thought he did this
to safeguard it, but I sup-
pose he used it as a point
of aim.

“Points of aim” were
used during the 19th cen-
tury and into the 20th cen-
turies by recreational
archers before the advent
of the bow-mounted
sight; it is still used by
some longbow archers
today. It is of incidentalThe 16thC “silver spoon” or “ridged” pile. Still available today!
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Do You Love Archery History?

The bow and arrow were invented at least 60,000 to 70,000 years ago
and for 99% of that time children learned archery the same way they
learned everything else: by doing.

More recently, though, children began receiving instruction in the
way of the bow. Eminent archery historian Hugh Soar shares his vast
knowledge of how youths were taught during this period, both then
and now, starting in his native England, expanding to the rest of the
U.K, then out to Europe and the U.S., and also including the Middle
East, Africa, and the Far East.

Archery coaches and archers who have an interest in youth archery
or archery history will love this book. It is packed with history and is
charming, too. Fully illustrated.

Get your copy of The Young at Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

interest to observe that FITA, our revered
International Body (now World Archery), specifically
banned bow-mounted sights, then in general club and
national championship use, requiring points of aim,
until in 1956 reluctantly bowing to pressure they per-
mitted them in international tournaments.

Bow Mounted Sights
We’ll turn now to the bow-mounted
sight, and to the first recorded use of a
pin by a Victorian gentleman, James
Spedding. Spedding was ahead of his
time having used pins secured by gutta-
percha (a form of mastic) on his bow
limb. He commented at the time that
he wished someone would object to this
simple sighting aid as then he would
know that there was something in it!

Aids to accurate aiming were not
confined to points of aim, or pins on the
bow. Thomas Roberts in his book The
English Bowman mentions that in the
late eighteenth century, when shooting
Clout a Woodman of Arden used to
fasten a length of string ending in a
knot to his jacket sleeve. When the knot

lined up with the Mark, he loosed his arrow. Useful
only on calm days (the Woodmen’s Ground is notori-
ous for being windy)!

We will move on.

Commercial Bow Sights
The claim to have engineered the first bow-mounted

sight was hotly contested in the U.S. by
Arthur Lambert and Abner
Shepardson, in 1925. In that year Dr.
Paul Crouch had gained the National
U.S. Championship whilst using a bow
sight by Shepardson, who also made
Crouch’s bows. The device was simple, a
heavy brass ring upon which a horizon-
tal bar was fixed, and was fastened to the
limb above the handle. Sliding up and
down the horizontal bar was a strip of
metal fashioned with a peep hole which
could be adjusted to align with the tar-
get. The Lambert sight followed the
same general principle but varied the
sight bar from side to side and allowed
for short range sighting.

With the tricky matter of POA ver-
Continued on the Next Page

The Lambert sight (ca 1927),
one of the first commercial 
bow mounted sights.

https://www.amazon.com/Young-Archery-Hugh-D-H-Soar/dp/0991332679/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1535637641&sr=1-1&keywords=The+Young+at+Archery
https://www.amazon.com/Young-Archery-Hugh-D-H-Soar/dp/0991332679/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1535637641&sr=1-1&keywords=The+Young+at+Archery
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sus pin-sights now
resolved, commercial
manufacture of the latter
began in earnest. Market
leaders Seefab and Apollo
now supplied steel bows
with bow-sights fitted;
whilst the recurve archer
was also able to readily
acquire the new technolo-
gy. Leaders in the field
were Petron in UK, Bjorn
in Sweden, and Reynolds
in the USA, each offering
a similar bar and slider
sight, with Reynolds
slightly ahead perhaps
with built in screws for
attaching to the bow limb.

Turning the pages of
archery magazines today, I
am confronted by undreamed of sophistication . . .
and expense. I muse both at the technical advances
made and the essential simplicity of the principle, and
wonder what James Spedding would make of it all?

From Sight to Touch
And so to the second of the archery senses – touch –
and the efforts for comfort in draw and loose.

Surprising perhaps, but no finger tab or shooting
glove has been recovered from the Tudor (1485-1603)
warship “Mary Rose,” so we therefore have no direct
knowledge of any fifteenth century finger protection
from that source. That tabs
were known then is borne
out by the recovery of one
from an archaeological dig
in Coventry (England) dat-
ing from around the mid-
16th century. For a juvenile,
and with holes for three
fingers, it is crudely cut,
made of pig-skin and from
examination of the creases
may have belonged to a
left-handed owner..

Whether warrior bow-
men used this form of fin-
ger protection we can only
surmise, however we know
from Roger Ascham

(Toxophilus) that those
shooting for recreation
used the glove, for he is
clear about its purpose
and function (ca 1500
CE). A shotinge glove is
chieflye for to save a man’s
fingers from hurtinge, that
he may be able to bear the
string to the uttermost of his
strength. In its making, he
comments that since the
middle finger bears no
weight, thus leaving the
fore and ring fingers to do
the work, these fingers
must be protected by
thicker leather. Interest-
ing since the Medi-ter-
ranean loose used today
requires the use of all

three fingers.
Ascham adds the forest (foremost) finger is most apt

because it holdeth best, and for that purpose Nature has
yoked it with the thumbe. An ambiguous comment,
suggesting that the thumb played a part in the draw
and loose; an interesting point, but nowhere does
Ascham develop it, and it remains enigmatic.

Returning to the glove he observes that, in direct
contact with flesh, leather will “sweat,” become hard
and chafe. To avoid this, soft cloth should be sewn
inside, and if this doesn’t work, then more cloth,
impregnated with virgin wax and deer suet should be

wrapped around the fin-
gers. To keep the fingers
apart he recommends a
roll of leather be sewn
between them. The
glove also contained a
pocket in which linen
cloth and spare wax was
carried.

The use of gloves
continued, used by
women in the 19th C,
and by both sexes during
the early and mid 20th.
Those that used them
did so because they
allowed greater finger
control. They were noto-

Shooting gloves often sported reinforced finger tips. 19th and 20th C
models are shown.

Separate finger “tips” or “cots” were tried of a time.
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Want More on Coaching Archery?

Following up on his first coaching book, Coaching Archery, which was
written to help beginning to intermediate coaches, Steve Ruis has a new
offering to archery coaches everywhere. This time, the topics are on the
full gamet of coaching topics which range from the role of emotion in the
making of an archery shot, to teaching the shot sequence, to biomechanics,
and how coaches should treat their athletes (and one another) as well as  five
major chapters on what is missing from the archery coaching profession.

If you are thinking of becoming a coach or already are an archery coach
and are looking for some new ideas and help with dealing with the logistics
of coaching, this is the book for you.

Get your copy of More On Coaching Archery today!

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

riously difficult to “break in” however and were not
universally popular.

Returning to the tab – the smallest and hardest
worked piece of archery tackle – it has held its own
across the years; used by those for whom the glove
was an unaffordable expense or an encumbrance, it’s
use declined during the 19th C in favour of the newly
introduced “tips” of which more later. An attempt to
popularise it once again was made in 1894 when a
valedictory article appeared in the Archer’s Register
together with instructions for its making, and it con-
tinued in sporadic use, becoming popular again dur-
ing the 20th Century.

The three hole design became replaced by two
holes, with a curious single hole alternative also avail-
able. It was not long though before the design
changed radically, and the single “finger loop” tab
appeared. This provided opportunity for modest
sophistication; inner surfaces were covered with soft
cloth. Spacers were added to separate fingers, and
adjustable loops were secured by buckle or leather
thong. One early example substituted a single finger
hole for the loop, but his did not find favour.

And so to that most popular of Victorian and
Edwardian finger aids, the simple leather “tip”. (Also

called cots in the US. Ed.) Designed to fit the first
joint of the shooting fingers snugly, they had one
major fault, being small they were not only easily mis-
placed, but tended to fly off at the moment of loose.
This latter problem was partly solved by maker
Buchanan who tightened his with small brass screws
and nuts, adding a piece of goose quill for a smooth
loose and a piece of leather to prevent the drawn
string slipping behind the tip.

The tricky matter of an errant tip was eventually
resolved by an ingenious combination of the three
tips, each fastened to a leather strip attached to a wrist
band held in position by strap and buckle or hook, or
latterly a strap and press stud - since this arrangement
survived well into the last century.

And here we must leave historic sights and finger
aids; for now we may pick up our compound bow,
adjust our brand new Achieve Excel sight, pocket our
release aid, and stride to the shooting line, confident
that we enjoy the best that modern technology can
offer. 
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Why not just take my shafts to my local pro shop to
be cut? Why do I need an arrow saw? We’ll, my local
pro shop isn’t so local (being many miles away). For
me it’s a matter of convenience but there are other
benefits, for sure. Sometimes I come across a great
deal on some shafts and I’ll buy a couple or few
dozen. Things change and I don’t want them all cut
until I’m ready to use them. Also, when trying a new
shaft, they may have to be cut many times before the
optimal length is found. There are lots of reasons. So
to have this convenience, many years ago, I made an
arrow cutoff saw fixture that uses my rotary tool. I’ve
cut a lot of shafts on this, aluminum and carbon.

The rotary tool (see mine below right) is, I believe,
one of the great inventions of the past 50 years. It was
actually invented in the 1930’s. Before getting one,
many of us would chuck up a drill bit in our drill,
wrap some sandpaper around it and start grinding.
Pretty limited. My rotary tool is made by Craftsman
and is nearly identical to the ones made by Dremel.
There’s a lot of them under different brand names out
in the market, some for as little as $20 with acces-

sories. This one has had a lot of use for things other
than cutting arrows.

Most arrow cutoff saws have blade rotation
speeds in the range of 5000 – 10,000 RPM to cut
arrows. These numbers are easily accomplished with a
rotary tool as most have variable speeds from 5000 –
35,000 RPM, which is the case with this one.

Other things we’ll need for this project:
11⁄4ʺ reinforced abrasive cutoff wheel with man-

drel. If you have a rotary tool with accessory kit, you
probably have this. We do not want any wheels with
teeth as a saw blade of any type.
• (1) 48ʺ long 2ʺ x 2ʺ (actual measurements are 1.5ʺ
x 1.5ʺ) select pine board. Cost $6.

• (1) SAE size 36 hose clamp 13⁄4ʺ x 23⁄4ʺ orArchery DIY

Turn Your Rotary Tool
Into an Arrow Saw

by William Moltzan
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stamped on clamp 113⁄16ʺ x 23⁄4ʺ. Cost $1
• Piece of 1ʺ x 1ʺ angle aluminum. 3 ft piece costs
$4 but had plenty of it around the garage. We will
use a 1.5ʺ long piece of it. Could use steel angle
instead.

• (2) Steel angle bracket 11⁄4ʺ wide x 11⁄2ʺ x 11⁄2ʺ
long 60 cents each found in the roof truss bracket
section of your local home center.

• (2) #8 1.5ʺ long Phillips or slotted rounded head
sheet metal screws (see photos above)
Let’s get started building the arrow cutoff saw fix-

ture.
Caution Make sure to wear safety glasses and

observe all safety precautions when using machines or
hand tools. Know how to use them.

This is the 2ʺ x 2ʺ x48ʺ board. We need a 1⁄2ʺ
hole on the end 1.5ʺ from the end and 0.75ʺ in from
the edge. This hole is for the hose clamp which is 1⁄2ʺ
wide that will mount the rotary tool to the board.

We’ll start using a 3⁄16ʺ drill for the pilot hole (see
photo below left).

We’ll then drill with a hand drill using a few drill
sizes larger each pass until we get to the 1⁄2ʺ bit. We
don’t want to jump bit sizes up too quickly and possi-
bly split the wood.

Open the hose clamp and Insert the hose clamp
into the hole. Reconnect the clamp and squeeze the
clamp to the width of the board which will  ease tight-
ening the clamp around the board and rotary tool.

We need a couple blocks of wood, one for arrow
nock pivot and the other for the shaft stop bracket.
The arrow nock pivot needs to be 1ʺ wide and the
shaft stop bracket 0.75ʺ wide. Since we have plenty of
wood, 48ʺ of it, we’ll cut those pieces off the other
end of the board. Use whatever saw you have to do
this. They don’t need to be perfect. The board will still
be 45ʺ long, allowing for a shaft 36ʺ to be cut.

Mount the rotary tool to the left end of the board
with the hose clamp and the cutoff wheel installed.

Continued on the Next Page
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Tired of Coming In Out of the Money?

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Are you .  .  . ?
An archer who is just starting to compete who 

wants to get a head start on learning how to win.
Are you .  .  . ?

An archer who has been competing for a year or so and 
is frustrated because you are not making more progress.

Are you .  .  . ?
An archer who has competed for quite a while but 

never seems to get to those top three spots.
Then . . .

Winning Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the “how to
shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find something is
missing, Winning Archery addresses all the things you need to know out-
side of how to shoot that have been keeping you off of the Winner’s Stand.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Let the cutoff wheel stick out long a bit to get as
much length of our cut as possible. Make sure it runs
true. One downside to this unit is we can only cut
1.5ʺ off the arrow at a time due to the tapered front
of the rotary tool and the size of the cutoff wheel.
Common sizes of cutoff wheels is 7⁄8ʺ & 11⁄4ʺ. The
diameter of the rotary tool is 1.82ʺ so we’d need a
cutoff wheel 2ʺ but preferably 2.5ʺ to make a full cut.
Those aren’t readily available at your local hardware
store or home center so we aren’t including in this
article. It’s not a big deal as you take the 11⁄2ʺ cut on
all your shafts, re-adjust the nock pivot point and
make another cut. Goes really quickly. I mostly use

the reinforced 11⁄4ʺ cutoff wheels but the smaller 7⁄8ʺ
work as well. The non-reinforced 7⁄8ʺ wheels do have
a tendency to fly apart if they get hung up while cut-
ting metal but I’ve never had that happen cutting
arrow shafts. Note Always wear safety glasses when
using any rotary tool!

We’ll use a 1.5ʺ long piece of the 1ʺ x 1ʺ angle
aluminum for the cutter stop. I drill 313⁄64ʺ holes in 2
lines each then file out a slot. I made the slots large
enough to allow the #8 sheet metal screws to pass
freely, about .190ʺ wide or 13⁄16ʺ. Each slot is 0.25ʺ
from each edge and 0.100ʺ from the corner edge as
shown in the photo (below).

Draw outline of the shaft stop slots on the 1.5ʺ x
1.5ʺ x 0.75ʺ thick shaft stop block. Draw the slots
about 1⁄4ʺ from the edge closest to you. Position the
block about 1⁄8ʺ from the cutoff wheel and clamp it

http://www.amazon.com/Winning-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147163/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1340991254&sr=8-1&keywords=Winning+Archery
http://www.amazon.com/Winning-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147163/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1340991254&sr=8-1&keywords=Winning+Archery
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down. Using a hand drill, drill a 1⁄8ʺ pilot hole in the
middle of each slot and into the 48ʺ (now 45ʺ) board
enough for the screw to screw into. The positioning of
the holes  doesn’t need to be exact.

Mount the shaft stop block in the vise by itself.
Open up the holes with a 13⁄16ʺ drill. This will allow
the #8 screws to pass thru the block but screw into the
45ʺ board. The slots will allow for adjustment how far
the cutoff wheel will go into the arrow shaft.

Insert the #8 1.5ʺ long screws through the shaft
stop slots & shaft stop block then screw into the 1⁄8ʺ
pilot holes in the 45ʺ long board. Adjust the shaft
stop about 0.4ʺ from the edge for now. Take the 1ʺ
long 1.5ʺ x 1.5ʺ block we cut off the end of the 48ʺ
board and line it up against the shaft stop. Draw lines
along the edges of the shaft stop andshaft stop block.
This will be where to drill the nock pivot. Drill at the
corner of the marks we just made using just the point
of a 3⁄8ʺ drill bit. We only want the 3⁄8ʺ diameter
point to where it is the full diameter. The nock will
ride in this tapered short hole quite nicely and will
handle large or small nocks.

Mount one of our steel 1.25ʺ x 1.5ʺ steel angle
brackets to the nock pivot block. Drill a couple 7⁄64ʺ
pilot holes then mount with short #6 sheet metal
screws making sure both the block and bracket is
flush with the top of the 45ʺ board (see photo above
right).

I mount the entire arrow saw fixture in my vise
that’s attached to my work bench. A 2ʺ ratchet clamp
holds the nock pivot assembly to the 45ʺ board mak-
ing it easy to adjust the length of cut. We re-adjusted
the shaft stop so the cutoff wheel goes into the shaft

a bit more than the thickness of the wall of the shaft.
More won’t hurt anything. I’ve put a straight-edge on
the end of cut shafts and they appear perfectly flat.
This adjustment is about 0.250ʺ from the shaft stop
to the edge of the shaft stop block. I’ve found the
same adjustment works for both carbon and alu-
minum. Remember we can only cut 1.5ʺ of shaft at a
time.

We’re done building the rotary tool shaft cutter.
Let’s cut some shafts.

Cutting Aluminum Shafts or Arrows
Measure your nocked shaft or arrow from the throat
of the nock to the length you need and mark with a
color you can see. If you don’t have a color you can
see, you could put a piece of masking tape at the point
to cut. Put the nock into the nock pivot without
clamping the nock pivot assembly to the board.
Adjust the nock pivot assembly so the mark you put
on the shaft is at the cutter wheel. Lock down the
nock pivot assembly with the clamp. Make it snug but
you don’t need crushing force. Make sure you have
safety glasses on and I’d recommend wearing a dust
mask. Aluminum and carbon/graphite dust isn’t good
to breathe. Turn on the rotary tool to about 10,000
rpm. Slowly push the front of the arrow or shaft onto
the upper part of the shaft stop then slide it down into
the cutter wheel. It will go into the cutter wheel easi-
ly. Once the shaft is in the corner of the shaft stop,
rotate it, even a couple times to make sure it’s true. Do
this to the rest of the arrows or shafts. Remember you
can only cut 1.5ʺ at a time so if you need to cut more
than that, cut the 1.5ʺ then repeat the process
described until you’re at the mark. 

Continued on the Next Page
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Make sure there’s no burrs on the end of the alu-
minum shaft. You can rotate the edge on a block of
wood and that usually takes off anything on the out-
side edge. Use a deburr tool or countersink to just
lightly remove any burrs inside. I don’t usually find
any burrs on the carbon graphite shafts so this step is
unnecessary for them.

Cutting Carbon Graphite Shafts or Arrows
Follow the same instructions for cutting aluminum

shafts or arrows except, no deburring is necessary. I’ve
never had any burrs on the inside or outside of the
carbon shaft. Also note I put a piece of masking tape
on the shaft stop. This is to prevent any aluminum or
metal rub marks going on the black carbon shaft. Can
also use for aluminum.

Nicely square cut carbon graphite shaft.
If you need to mount the saw to a table, attach

one of our 1.25ʺ x 1.5ʺ steel angle brackets anywhere
on the left side then use a clamp to attach to the table.
Then use a larger clamp to clamp the nock pivot
assembly on the board and the table.

Enjoy!

Need Help Running an Archery Program?

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Teaching Archery is a complete guide to setting up and operating a
public archery program. Whether teaching archery to kids at a camp,
teaching archery to adults in a park, or running an archery range at an
archery pro shop, this how-to manual will give you all the information
that you need to set up and operate your program successfully.

Appendices of never before published information contain scripts
and dialogs for instructors, class lesson plans, a glossary of terms, and
useful forms that you can duplicate and use in your own class programs.

This book is the one stop manual for building and maintaining an
effective recreational archery program. Included are many of the ideas
and techniques that have been used by Pasadena Roving Archers ( PRA
) to serve more than 10,000 recreational archers every year.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

http://www.amazon.com/Teaching-Archery-Running-Recreational-Instruction/dp/0991332644/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1430618844&sr=1-1&keywords=Teaching+Archery
http://www.amazon.com/Teaching-Archery-Running-Recreational-Instruction/dp/0991332644/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1430618844&sr=1-1&keywords=Teaching+Archery
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by Steve Ruis

Training Your Mind to
Monitor Your Shots

Archery is described from time to time as a
kinesthetic sport, one in which “feel” is a predominate
mode of its expression. This is a simple consequence
of our preferred sensory intake mode, vision, being
entirely engaged in sighting or aiming and thus is not
available to check upon anything else. This leaves the
rest of the shot to be monitored by the other senses.
Hearing, smell, and taste aren’t much help, so that
leaves the tactile sense (touch) and the sense of bal-
ance (often left off of the list of basic senses).

So, how good are you at monitoring the feel of
your shot? How good are your students? Most, I sug-
gest have no idea. I am not sure I do, either. But there
are some things to do.

Mental Scans
A small set of activities can improve your understand-
ing of the feel of what is
going on while you are
shooting. While shooting
blind bale (short distance,
large butt, no target face),
start with a set of “scans,”
that involve paying atten-
tion to how parts of your body feel during a shot with
your eyes closed. Start with your feet then your ankles
on another shot, knees, hips, etc. One body part per
shot. Are things moving? How are they moving? Are
they moving correctly? Also do a balance check.
During a blind shot concentrate only on how bal-
anced you feel.

As usual, we are training our subconscious mind
by directing the attention of our conscious mind. We
are telling our subconscious mind what is important

and what we are trying to do. We are teaching our
subconscious self “the plan” and then we must hold it
to the plan if we want a high level of consistency.

Form Checks
We can also check how our “feel” corresponds with
what is “real.” (In golf they have a saying “the feel isn’t
real,” meaning that you need to check everything and
then associate whatever you feel with whatever is real-
ly happening.”

Eyes Closed, Eyes Open Drills Again, blind bale,
pick a spot to shoot at and either place your sight
aperture on it or your arrow point, whichever way you
are aiming. let down, close your eyes, draw on that
spot, and then open your eyes. When doing this I do
not pay much attention to the Up-down position of
the aperture/arrow point, just the left-right position.

If you can’t seem to end up
close to that spot (again, L-
R position), it might be you
are fighting your stance. If
you end up consistently left,
try turning your stance to
the right and try again.

(Some people insist the stance that allows you the
greatest success in this drill is your “natural stance,”
the one in which your lower body is not fighting your
upper body’s positioning.)

Mirror Drills “Closet mirrors” or mirrors
designed to be mounted on doors are quite inexpen-
sive and can be mounted so that archers can “shoot”
directly at them or shoot with the mirror up the line.
(Make sure it is square and plumb. If not your image

“We are teaching our subcon-
scious self “the plan” and then
we must hold it to the plan if we
want a high level of consistency.”

Continued on the Next Page
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is distorted.) If “shooting” in the direction
of a mirror, it is important to not shoot the
mirror! I suggest a let down after each rep.
The drill procedure is the same: draw with
eyes shut on a target, then open your eyes
at anchor. You can see many things in this
reflected view. Are you standing straight up
and down? Is your bow being held straight
up and down or is there a cant? Are you
hunching your bow shoulder? Arching
your back?

With the mirror up the line, when you
get to anchor, open your eyes and turn your
head to see the mirror image. Are your hips
tilted? Are your shoulders square and
“down?” Again, let down when you are
done looking. (A line can be placed on the
mirror with a length of thin tape to help
gauge “straight up and down.” make sure it is plumb.)

Any flaws in “your plan” must be scheduled to be
fix in practice . . . immediately! These have #1 priori-
ty. If you are doing anything incorrectly, the worst
thing you can do is pretend that everything is okay
and go ahead and shoot a lot of arrows. The absolute
worst thing to do is compete in this state.

Shooting Recall Drill
There is a drill called “Recall or “Call Shot.” In this
drill, as soon as you release an arrow on target, you
turn up the line and tell your coach/shooting part-
ner/video camera where you think the arrow landed.
Then either you or your helper spots the arrow and
calls its actual location. When I do this, I replay in
short-term memory where my aperture was a the

Raise Money for Your Archery Club!

Generate cash for your archery club by joining the 
Archery Focus Affiliate Program! It’s as Easy as 1, 2, 3!

Click on “Affiliate Info” on your AF account page.

Download your choice of AF banner and place it on your website.

Each time a click results in a new subscription, a 30% commision 

($9.80) will be credited to the PayPal account you’ve specified.

Got Questions? Email Claudia@ArcheryFocus.com

1
2
3

Mirrors allow an archer to visual check their form without a helper being avail-
able.Photo courtesy of Andy Macdonald.

www.archeryfocus.com
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moment of release and use that
as my best guess as to where
the arrow would land,
moments later.

The purpose of this drill is
to acquaint you with your
built-in “instant replay” system.
When in competition there are
two things you need to do on
every shot. One is to evaluate
whether or not you made a
good shot (and if not why) and
you need to determine where
the arrow landed. These may
not match. Good shots can be
blown off course by gusts of
wind and bad shots can land in
the middle. This information is
needed to create a plan modifi-
cation for the next shot (allow-
ing for the wind, whatever) or
if a bad shot was made (which
is where the replay is needed to
figure out why), correcting it as
soon as possible as repeating

bad shots is not a recipe for a
good score.

I recommend you try these
yourself (if you haven’t already)
and then teach them to your
serious students. As always, be
on the lookout for other drills
in this same vein. I will appre-
ciate it if you send along any
such drills you find as I am try-
ing to compile a master list of
drills (and what they are for).

Call Shot! In practice, archer shoots and then closes her
eyes and “calls” the shot out loud. Then scopes the shot
(or a helper does) to see whether her call and the end
result match. Photo courtesy of Andy Macdonald.

http://www.amazon.com/Archery-Coaching-How-Tos-Steve-Ruis/dp/0991332601/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1388520827&sr=1-1&keywords=archery+coaching+how+to%27s
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Prominent in the 
WAF Coaching Library!

Available from Better Book Stores and 
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com

Larry Wise, one of the premier archery coaches in the
United States, is sharing his coaching wisdom, espe-
cially for coaches of compound-release archers but
also bowhunters. So, if you coach or want to “self
coach” yourself, there is now a new addition to the
coaching literature just for you.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not
just on the shooting of arrows out of bows, but on
how to coach people to do that better.

LARRY WISE
ON

COACHING ARCHERY

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library

The Principles of Coaching Archery, Vols 1 & 2 (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)

Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)

Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)

More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

www.LarryWise.com
www.LarryWise.com


As an archer draws his or her compound bow
and transfers their holding effort into their back mus-
cles, what happens in their body? What are the
dynamics, both internally and externally, that the
archer experiences? This question must be answered
so that archers can appropriately use their anatomy to
best advantage and, therefore, repeat their shot-mak-
ing efforts at their highest rate.

The prerequisite to loading one’s back muscles
properly and efficiently is a properly established
shoulder line. Achieving that line involves four steps
of action during the act of drawing the bow: first, your
bow shoulder is rolled back and set down; next your
draw shoulder is moved posteriorly before drawing;
third, you rotate your torso/shoulders during the draw
until they are parallel to the arrow and, last, you rotate
your holding arm/elbow in line behind the arrow as
you complete the transfer-to-holding step.

In this holding position then, archers can transfer
about 95% of the holding effort into their rhomboid

and trapezius muscle groups. The levator scapulae
muscles is also involved (see diagram below left). These
muscles hold the bones in line so that the bones can
resist the force of the bow which is acting to collapse
the body frame. An improperly aligned archer must
use a substantial amount of muscle effort to resist this
collapsing force and that muscle, as you can imagine,
succumbs to fatigue rather quickly.

The question for the properly aligned archer is
“What happens now?” What can the archer do now
that he can repeat at the highest rate? The answer
involves muscle contraction and that is where the
term “back tension” comes from. The archer must fur-
ther contract his rhomboids, trapezius and levator
scapulae muscles in order to cause the release of the
arrow. This action generates the highest level of repe-
tition over the longest time.

With aiming established (eye focus on the target
surface with the sight pin in view) archers further
contract their back-muscle groups. This contraction
affects the holding arm and release hand. Angle 1 in
the drawing (next page, top left) will decrease while
Angle 2 will open or increase a small amount. It will
also expand the archer’s chest if the chest muscles are
not held tight (which they should not be).

Contracting and, therefore, shortening the back-
muscle groups, which are anchored on the spine, will
cause the scapula to slide and rotate a small amount
toward the spine. This in turn will cause the archer’s
elbow, EH in the diagram, to rotate a micro-amount
about the shoulder, SH, causing the shrinking of
Angle 1 and the opening of Angle 2.

This rotation does not occur in the horizontal
plane as the shoulder does not function freely in that
plane. Instead, the elbow rotates about the shoulder
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Continued on the Next Page

Back Tension
Dynamics

by Larry Wise

The Compound National Training System
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joint in a pane tilted about 40-45� to horizontal. In
other words, the elbow rotates down and around as
shown in the photo (see the arrow)

Trying to rotate your elbow/upper arm in the
horizontal plane will be difficult at best and may cause
stress and injury to the shoulder joint.

As the back contracts, the chest is expanding or
should be. This places a force on the bow shoulder
that is trying to expand Angle 3. Aiming effort must
hold this angle static until the release occurs at which
time Angle 3 does expand during the follow-through
motion. 

As the holding elbow, EH, rotates so does the
archer’s forearm. This changes the angle of the release
hand at point R and, so, the angle and pressure
between the release hand and the release changes a
very small amount. This clockwise rotation then caus-
es the mechanical parts of a back-tension/hinge-style
release aid to separate and release the bowstring.

To ensure that this happens consistently the
release hand must be managed properly. The knuckles
must be flat with the wrist straight so the forearm is
relaxed during back contraction. Also, and most
importantly, the holding fingers must establish equal
holding effort among them and, further, this pressur-
ing or tightness must not vary in any way during the

execution of back-muscle contraction. Changing fin-
ger pressuring during back contraction amounts to a
form of “triggering” and will result in a conscious
awareness of the shot discharge which may lead to
target panic.

One last note about hand use. Rolling your hand
upward so the back of your hand is against your cheek
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defeats your back-tension effort. This thumb-down
position severely limits your ability to rotate your
elbow about your shoulder joint and causes your back
muscles to work much harder in a fruitless effort.
Maintain your release hand in a neutral position so
that your palm is down and not rotated more than 20°
upward and you will be far more efficient.

Your followthrough motion will show that your
elbow continues to rotate in the down-and-around
direction. Your hand will end behind your ear with the
wrist still somewhat straight.

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery
for Beginning Coaches!

There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,

archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print

on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for begin-

ning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not

what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to

teach it and much more you won’t get from certification courses. Topics include:

• tips on running programs

• the styles of archery

• the mental side of archery

• an exploration of archery coaching styles

• helping with equipment

• coaching at tournaments

• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches

There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery

coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Makes A Great Gift for New Coaches

Confessions of an Archery Mom

http://www.amazon.com/gp/aw/d/0984886001/ref=mp_s_a_1?qid=1326398640&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.com/Coaching-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147104/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245552&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/gp/aw/d/0984886001/ref=mp_s_a_1?qid=1326398640&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.com/Coaching-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147104/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245552&sr=1-1
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All of this is 
included in here!

Available Everywhere!
The AER Recreational Archery Curriculum takes beginning recurve, compound, and traditional
archers from their first arrow all the way up to competing in major archery competitions. Detailed,
step-by-step instructions tell beginning archers how to become intermediate level archers and then
how to advance to expert levels. Each instruction includes an evaluation device so archers and coach-
es can track progress.

The Complete Archer’s Guide is provided for student-archers of all ages who wish to be able to
see and read about what they will be learning but is not required for participation in a program using
this curriculum. The Coach’s Guide inludes the entire Complete Archer’s Guide with copious anno-
tations and extensive appendices on what to teach and when and how to teach it.

The Curriculum is entirely flexible so Coaches and Archers can adapt it to their needs by chang-
ing the order of instructions or even replacing or augmenting them. Additional support is being pro-
vided to both Coaches and Archers at www.ArcheryEducationResources.com. All programs need to do
to adopt and use this curriculum is to purchase one copy of the Coach’s Guide. Get your copy today!

Available from Amazon.com
and ArcheryEducationResources.com!

http://www.amazon.com/Complete-Archers-Recreational-Archery-Curriculum/dp/0982147139/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1336150237&sr=8-2
http://www.amazon.com/Coaches-Guide-Recreational-Archery-Curriculum/dp/0982147147/ref=sr_1_7?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1340991358&sr=1-7&keywords=Archery+Education+Resources
http://www.amazon.com/Complete-Archers-Recreational-Archery-Curriculum/dp/0982147139/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1336150237&sr=8-2
http://www.amazon.com/Coaches-Guide-Recreational-Archery-Curriculum/dp/0982147147/ref=sr_1_7?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1340991358&sr=1-7&keywords=Archery+Education+Resources
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Para Classification

Classification for para archery is a very confusing
subject. The rules have changed several times in the
last few years and that makes it even more confus-
ing.These are some of the questions I get asked fairly
regularly.
• Who can and can’t be a para archer? 
• What if I need a chair or a stool but I don’t qualify
as a para archer?

• Do I have to be classified to shoot in archery
tournaments?

• When and where can I be classified?
• What do I need to do to be classified?
• Who can classify me?
• What is the difference between national and inter-
national classifications?
I’m going to try to answer them all in this article,

hoping all of the time to  not cause even more confu-
sion.

Basic Descriptions
There are five shooting categories in para-archery:
Open Recurve, Open Compound, Open W1,
Visually Impaired 1 and Visually Impaired 2 and 3.
These often get confused with the classification cate-
gories: W1, W2, ST, VI1, and VI2. Basically, the W2
and ST (standing) archers are combined for shooting
and shoot in the Open Compound and Open
Recurve categories. 

Why do they do this? Several years ago, the W2
and ST archers were separated in the recurve cate-
gories. When they officially added the compound cat-
egory, they added it as an open category. A few years
later, when they did some analyzing, they decided to
do the same with the recurve category. It is the hope
of many of us, that they will eventually separate them
once again. There are enough archers in both cate-
gories and the differences in abilities are significant
enough that they should be separate. The archers in
the Open Recurve and Open Compound categories

follow all of the regular World Archery rules.
W1 archers are separate because they do have

some different equipment rules; generally because of
more severe disabilities. Most of them shoot com-
pound bows, but all other equipment follows the
recurve rules: no peep sights, no levels, no magnifica-
tion. They also have a maximum draw weight limit of
45 pounds.

Visually impaired archers are divided into two
categories. VI1 archers use a blindfold; VI2/3 archers
do not.

From the Classifiers’ Handbook (available on the
World Archery website—see link in Resources):

by Randi Smith

World Archery, based on Appendix One of the
IPC Classification Rules for Eligible
Impairments, identifies that Medical Diagnoses
affecting only the following types of Physical or
Visual impairments are eligible for para archery:
• Impaired muscle power
• Impaired passive range of movement
• Loss of limb or limb deficiency
• Hypertonia
• Ataxia
• Visual Impairments

Non-Eligible ImpairmentTypes
Examples of Non-Eligible impairments types
for all athletes include, but are not limited to,
the following:
• Pain
• Low Muscle tone
• Hypermobility of joints
• Joint instability, such as unstable shoulder
joint or recurrent dislocation 

• Impaired motor reflex functions
• Impaired muscle endurance
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Who can be a para-archer?
The table above explains what kinds of impairments
are and are not eligible for participation in para-
archery. Having an impairment that is not eligible
does not mean an athlete does not have an impair-

ment or disability; it only means they are not eligible
to participate as a para-archer. Some individuals who
are not eligible for para-archery may be eligible for
other Paralympic sports. 

What if I need a chair or a stool but I don’t quali-
fy as a para-archer?
For most competitions, USA Archery allows archers
who need stools or chairs (or wheelchairs) but who
don’t qualify as para archers (or who have not yet been
classified) to use the stool or chair. However, they do
not shoot in the para categories. In order to shoot in
a para category, the archer must be eligible, and must
be either nationally or internationally classified.  It is
also suggested that archers who need to use stools or
chairs let the organizers know ahead of time. 

Do I have to be classified to shoot in archery
tournaments?
As stated above, to shoot in most USA Archery tour-
naments, you do not need to be classified. However,
for events that are selecting an international Para
team (for example, the World Championships or the
Paralympic Games) you do have to be classified. USA
Archery will trytries to offer classification before the
selection events so that archers can be classified. 

When and where can I be classified?
USA Archery tries to offer classification at least once
each year; usually before a major event. It will be
advertised in the tournament information.
Classification is usually held the day before Official
Practice, so be sure to plan on the extra time.
Occasionally, regional multi-sport, multi-disability
events, like the Endeavor Games or Texas Regional
Games, will offer classification. 

What do I need to do to be classified?
The first thing you will need to do is get the Medical
Forms filled out. They are available on the USA
Archery website, but in order to make sure you get the
most up to date forms it is a good idea to check the
World Archery Para Archery page. The form needs to
be filled out and signed by a doctor. It needs to be
typed or filled out electronically and it needs to be in
English. You also need to submit an electronic pass-
port sized photo with the medical form. 

Tip If you have more than one disability, you need to
make sure the first disability listed is an eligible dis-
ability. If it is not, the form will not be able to be used.

• Impaired cardiovascular or respiratory
functions

• Impaired metabolic functions
• Tics and mannerisms, stereotypes and motor
perseveration

HealthConditions
Athletes who have a health condition or impair-
ment that does not have an Eligible Underlying
Health Condition will not be eligible to com-
pete in para sport. These include those that
primarily:
• cause pain (e.g. myofascial pain dysfunction
syndrome, fibromyalgia or complex regional
pain syndrome)

• cause fatigue (e.g. chronic fatigue syndrome)
• cause hypermobility or hypotonia (e.g.
Ehlers-Danlos syndrome)

• psychological or psychogenic in origin (con-
version disorders or post-traumatic stress
disorder)

Minimum impairment criteria needed to be
eligible for para archery competition:

• A loss of 25 points in the upper limbs or loss
of 25 points in the lower limbs

• Amputation of the forearm above the wrist
(no wrist joint present) – Automatically
eligible

• Amputation of the lower 1⁄3 of the leg (no
ankle joint present) – Automatically eligible

• Permanent, complete spinal cord lesion –
Automatically eligible and evaluation
performed to identify sport class and assis-

tive devices allowed.
The classification process will also include a

field test and observation of the archer shooting
their bow to verify the actual functional level
and if necessary to adjust bench test findings.

A classification panel may require that an
athlete undertake an Observation Competition
Assessment (OA) before it allocates a final sport
class and designates a classification status.
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For example, if you have a below knee amputation and
a dislocated shoulder, be sure to list the amputation
first.

Tip 2 If you have more than one disability, and both
are eligible, be sure the primary disability is listed
first, and that the secondary disability is listed. If it is
not it will not be considered. For example, if you have
a spinal cord injury that affects your legs and your left
lower arm has been amputated; if you don’t list the
arm, it won’t be considered. 

After USA Archery has all of the medical forms, they
will send them to the classifier so the classifier can
check them and make sure they are complete. If you
need to change something or if they can tell from the
form that you will not be eligible, they will let you
know. If everything is good, they will send you a
schedule so you know when your classification will be.

At the classification, the classifiers will poke and
prod and do a basic evaluation. It usually takes about
30 minutes. It’s not an invasive evaluation, but you
may get to use some muscles you don’t use often, so
you might be sore once you are finished. Make sure
you take all of your assistive devices (stools, releases,
etc) with you to classification. If they are approved,
they will be listed on your card.

The classifiers will also need to watch you shoot.
They usually do their observing during official prac-
tice. They will then go discuss their findings and print
the classification cards (actually not a card; it’s a sheet
of paper). They will bring them out to you to sign and
then give you a copy.  It’s a good idea to take a picture
of the card and keep it on your phone. Keep a copy in
your bow case and a copy at home. Make sure you
take it with you to every competition from now on;
you will need it during equipment inspection. 

Is there any other way to be classified?
There are sometimes a couple of other options.
National classification is sometimes offered at small-
er events. You can also go to some international events
and get classified. However, it has to be done at an
archery event; the observation is an important part. 

What is the difference between national and
international classification? 
In the USA, there is not a lot of difference in the
actual classification. In some countries, the national
categories are different from the international cate-
gories. Also, for national classification, countries may

have different requirements for the classifiers. In the
USA, an archer can shoot as a para archer at national
competitions with a national classification. However,
in order to compete in selection events for interna-
tional competitions or in the actual international
competitions, athletes must be internationally classi-
fied. If you were nationally classified at the selection
event and made the team, you will be internationally
classified at the international event (usually the day
before official practice).

What is the difference between para-archery and
adaptive archery?
Para-archery is competitive Paralympic style archery.
Archers who use adaptive equipment, but who are not
eligible for Paralympic competition or who choose
not to compete are often said to be doing adaptive
archery. There are a lot more people doing adaptive
archery, than there are para-archers. You can find
adaptive archery in rec centers, community archery
ranges, and private archery shops. There are also a lot
of bowhunters who use adaptive equipment.

What about kids? Do they need to be classified?
Currently, USA Archery does not require kids in the
JOAD program or their other programs to be classi-
fied. They shoot in their appropriate age and equip-
ment category. It might be required someday, but not
as of today.

Adaptive Sports USA has a Junior National
multi-sport competition that does include archery.
They do require classification, but usually offer it
before the competition begins. Kids who are not clas-
sified can compete; but they cannot medal or set
records. 

References
World Archery Para-Archery page

Classifiers’ Handbook
USA Archery Para-Archery page
USA Para-Archery Facebook page

https://www.facebook.com/USAParaArchery/
https://www.teamusa.org/USA-Archery/Programs/Adaptive-Archery
https://extranet.worldarchery.org/documents/index.php/documents/?doc=4347
https://worldarchery.org/Para-Archery
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Two Hot Books from WAF!
Watching Arrows Fly Has Archery Books 

for Kids and Their Parents!

Do you know new young archers or 
parents of new archers? 

Get them started right with these new guides!

Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for
Kids explores with text, photos, and diagrams all the
questions new archers have about the sport they are
embracing. In fact, each chapter ends with a Q&A
session based on the most common question kids ask
about archery.

Kids learn about the sport from one of the most
knowledgable coaches around, Steve Ruis.

Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.

Finally, parents with kids getting involved in
archery have a book just for them. Everything par-
ents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about
archery

• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique,
execution, and equipment.

Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!

Available from Better Book Stores and 
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com

http://www.amazon.com/Archery4Kids-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147171/ref=sr_1_5?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245662&sr=1-5
http://www.amazon.com/Parents-Guide-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147155/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1294245720&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/Archery4Kids-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147171/ref=sr_1_5?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245662&sr=1-5
http://www.amazon.com/Parents-Guide-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147155/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1294245720&sr=1-1
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In the grand scheme of things, the sum of our
efforts is limited by the value of our weakest link! As
we work through our various issues and scenarios, I
urge you to not discount the value of your equipment,
the things that are the tools you use to get the job
done. It simply is not enough to buy the best your
budget can support. Products right out of the package
more often than not need your own personal touch to
bring them up to the status of tools that lead to suc-
cess. Think about a set of bent, mismatched arrows.
How can they possibly provide you with good feed-
back on how you are doing? Even if you buy a set of
straight, weight-matched arrows, they still might not
be suitable for your bow and your technique.

Sometimes there is not a mass-produced product
that is capable of meeting all of your needs. In that
event you are forced to live with and deal with the
best-case scenario. But what if you didn’t have to stop
there? What if you could use a one size fits all mass-
produced item as a pattern to build your not a “best-
case scenario” but an optimal scenario? If you stop and
think for a moment, I believe you could come up with
something in your equipment that bugs you or
requires a work around of some sort. Probably because
you have been relying on the efforts of another to rest
your confidence on.

Since the opportunities are seemingly limitless, I
wish to start with a simple but valuable item you can
build yourself and ultimately have the greatest possi-
ble confidence and control as a result. The item I wish
to start with is building your own arrows. The key is
to get started on the path. A wise man once said, “The
secret to getting ahead is getting started.”

To build your own arrows, you will need the
following:
• A suitable fletching jig
• A cut off saw

• A propane torch 
• Fletching glue and possible primer
• Fletching of choice
• A low temp hot melt style of point glue.
• Pliers
• Bonus Item: A grain scale to be able to weigh
arrows and components (see photos). 

Right up front we can see that a little investment
is required to get started, so plan accordingly. (There
is an adage that says buying cheap tools benefits no
one.) Try not to feel pain relating to the investment,
because the pay back is beyond measure. How many
times have you damaged or lost a fletching and need-
ed to match the original builder’s equipment and set-
tings in order to replace a single fletch? If you build
your own arrows, this a simple and accurate task.
Trying to match someone else’s device is rather hit or
miss.

Your cutoff saw need not be fancy, but it does
need to be appropriate, so you do not damage your
new and expensive arrows! Always roll into the blade
into the advancing abrasive wheel when cutting your
arrows (you need to check to see which way it
rotates). I recommend practicing on some old junkers
or damaged arrows first to get the feel of it.

Continued on the Next Page

The Value in Making
Your Own Equipment

We Start With Arrows

by Mike Gerard
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Preparing the Shafts
When buying full-length shafts, the first thing to do
is install the nocks and cut them to the proper length.
If you are a clicker shooter, you are limited in arrow
length by the adjustment range of your clicker device.
Always start at the maximum usable length and work
back from there during the tuning process.

Tip Cut only one or two shafts and install a point
and go shoot it up close (10 paces or less). If the arrow
is weak, come back and trim some more off and try it
until it is close (arrow enters butt straight). You may
even need to adjust point weight during this process
to bring them into tune.

Tip If using all carbon or aluminum/carbon
arrows, put a very small amount of hot melt cement
towards the front of the point’s shaft so you can
remove it without using excessive heat (which can
damage the carbon matrix). Always heat only the
metal point and have a cup of water close by to cool
points and shafts that are hot prior to handling. This
will make it possible to remove the point and cut the
shaft again or change point weight without exposing
the shaft to excessive heat. Always use the pliers to
handle a heated point.

If shooting a compound bow with release, start
with the arrow as long as possible and cut your way
back toward the rest in small increments to create the
most optimal tune. Please keep in mind that you can
take length off, but cannot add it back on, so be care-
ful moving in small increments if planning to shorten
your arrows. This tuning capability alone will show
you the value of owning your own cut off saw.
Between the arrow length and point weight, you can
work your tune to develop the best possible arrow
flight. These two are the largest factors in determin-
ing your tune (shaft length by far the larger of those
two). The value of good arrow flight is equal to get-
ting handed a handful of points on your scorecard. I
joke about it saying I miss enough on my own, I don’t

need any help! Once you arrive at a good tune with
your small set of test shafts, go ahead and cut the rest
of your shafts to the determined length.  Once arrows
are at length, this is where I like to weigh individual
shafts and points. I lay them out in order from light
to heavy for the shafts and reverse the order for the
points so that a heavy shaft gets a lighter point. After
final assembly (fletched), I will weigh them again and
mark or number them. While they are all bare shafts
(aka before fletching), I usually get up close (10 paces
or less) and shoot them all. It will tell me if I have one
that shoots different than the rest. I may do this a few
times to make sure before condemning a perfectly
good arrow, but if you have an outlier, now is a good
time to mark it or even cull it from the group. 

Fletching Your Arrows
Now you are ready to fletch the arrows. Choose a suit-
able, good quality fletching jig, because it will make
the job easy and accurate. Set the degree of angle of
the fletch to the shaft you desire (usually between 1
and 3 degrees of angle) and put an arrow in the jig.
Put a fletch in the clamp and do a dry run. Look to
see that the base of the vane or feather makes good
contact on the shaft on both ends of the fletch.
Observe the rear spacing at the nock end of the arrow
and give a nice clearance for fingers or a release aid.
(this is usually 1-1.5 inches from the nock groove). If
necessary, adjust the jig until the base of the vane is
centered in the arrow shaft. Taking the time to set the
jig up correctly will pay off. Mark your vane clamp
with a Sharpie on the location of the vane so each
vane will be placed exactly the same in the clamp each
time and all of your fletches will end up in equivalent
positions.

Now you are ready to start gluing your vanes on.
If using an odd fletch for an index fletch, one of a dif-
ferent color, make two piles of fletching in the correct
number you will need to complete the arrows. Wipe
down your arrows at the fletching location with a

A cutoff saw need not be fancy. Check the Archery DIY article else-
where in this issue as to how to build one.
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suitable solvent (I like acetone, available at any hard-
ware store.) and let them dry. Take a clean paper towel
and do a dry wipe on the shafts. If using plastic vanes,
pay attention to the instructions for preparing them as
each manufacturer has different procedures required.
Some have glue activator in place already and some
require that you wipe them with solvent to remove
mold release chemicals from them. You need to follow
these instructions in order for a successful glue bond.
If you are using an odd fletch color, I like to do it first
to be consistent and use the same nock orientation on
it. Take your time and be sparing on glue usage.
Excessive glue makes a mess and actually makes a
poorer bond. If glue is running away from your fletch
you are using too much. Allow them to dry for sever-
al hours before shooting them. If you are shooting a
compound bow with a blade rest, you will need to
adjust the nocks to get the correct clearance. The only
other popular variance is installing arrow wraps prior
to fletching. I prefer to do this with carbon arrows
because if I need to do a repair or re-fletch I don’t
need to take a blade to my carbon arrow to remove the
old vane and old glue, I just strip the wrap with all of
the vanes attached. If doing a repair, you will need to
re-wrap and do all three fletchings in most cases but
no damage to the carbon shaft from removing of the
vanes occurs. 

If you are using fletching tape on Mylar vanes
(Spin Wings, Kurly Vanes, etc.), the process is a bit
different. Choose a suitable marking device and put
lines on your arrows at the fletching locations. Shown
below is a fletching jig with a straight clamp and a
Beiter Tri-Liner tool. Both work well. A white paint
pen or silver Sharpie work great as a marking device.
Cut your tapes to length and lay them up against the
lines then peel one side and stick them all to the
shafts (that is so I don’t have vanes in the way while
putting the tapes on). Then I will peel the other side
of the tape and stick the vanes. Finish the front and
rear with tape supplied or shrink wrap and you are

ready to play. The only time I use arrow wraps with
tape on vanes is if my arrow is weak and I’m adding
weight to the back end of the arrow to help stiffen
them. Weight in the back of the arrow stiffens it,
weight in the front weakens it.

Conclusion
By making your own arrows, you can ensure that you
keep the same fletching angles. You can control if you
buy some more of the same size and mix them that
they are identical. Having this control is a wonderful
peace of mind and is not difficult to do. Making this
move will surly improve your game! In the next seg-
ment, we will discuss the benefits of making your own
bowstrings, so stay tuned!
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The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library

The Principles of Coaching Archery (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)

Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)

Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)

More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

New in the WAF Coaching Library!

Available from Better Book Stores and 
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com

Surely there are principles to guide coaches of archery. Uh, like
“Be positive!” and “Never describe how they are doing it wrong,
describe how to do it right.” and . . . . and . . . .yeah, Steve Ruis ran
into the same problem. But he persevered and here is the first
extensive collection of coaching prionciples for archery coaches,
with explanations.

The Watching Arrows Fly
Coaching Library is a effort to sup-
ply archery coaches with a literature,
not just on the shooting of arrows
out of bows but on how to coach
people to do that better.

The Principles of
Coaching Archery

Volume 1

and Available Now! Volume 2



What should you be think-
ing about when shooting?

This is an important
question; one you will need
to answer at some point
(preferably earlier than
later). We have some advice
but we first need to say that this question has not been
answered conclusively. What we have to go on are
some basic science and the experiences of a great
many competitors.

Some Basic Science
We do not control our bodies consciously. This is
obvious to anyone who has been walking along and
then got lost in their thoughts. In this situation, we
keep walking even though our conscious thoughts are
elsewhere. Can you imagine what the world would be
like if this were not the case? Can you imagine not
being able to listen to music or talk to a friend while
you were driving? You would have to focus on doing
just that one task at a time (driving) and avoid doing
anything else as it would cause the first task to stop.

So, we control our bodies without conscious
thought . . . mostly. When we are learning a new
physical skill, often we have no choice but to try to
control our actions through our conscious minds. This
always (note—always) results in awkward, clumsy
movements. As soon as we have communicated what
we want done to our unconscious minds, they take

over and everything
smooths out. Of course, if
the motion is complex and
subtle, such as trying to
swing a bunch of different
golf clubs effectively or
shoot arrows from bows

from many angles and stances, the training can go on
for months or even years.

We “control” our subconscious mind through a
number of different avenues. One such is strong emo-
tion. Another is merely our conscious attention. In
archery we avoid strong emotion because we do not
know what we might be burning into memory of our
subconscious instructions. Similarly, we have to con-
trol our conscious attention.

The Root of the Mental Game: 
Controlling Our Attention
If you want to be successful at archery, you need a
trained mind. We avoid the term “control your think-
ing” because we haven’t the faintest idea of how to do
that. But we can train ourselves to pay attention to
what is important. So, in making an archery shot,
what is important? The answer is simple: it is what
you are doing now. If you mess up any part of your
shot, what follows is not going to be pretty, so you
have to be focussed on what you are doing as you are
doing it . . . your shot process.
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Getting Serious: 
What Should I Be Thinking

About When Shooting?
Part of Archery Fundamentals by AER

AER Articles for Archers

Continued on the Next Page

“We avoid the term “control
your thinking” because we

haven’t the faintest idea of how
to do that.”
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Archery is exoploding as a sport and more and more people are
starting up! And not all of these archers are kids. If you know an
adult who is just getting started and needs a good orientation to the
sport of archery, this is the book for them. The subtitle tells it all:
Archery for Adult Beginners. No longer do adults need to consult
materials designed for kids.

Chapters include the following topics: Safety, Getting Started,
Getting Coached, Equipment, Archery Styles, and Competitions.
Cover are the steps to shooting an arrow, how to stay safe at all
times, how to make sure your equipment is sized for you, and more.

Written by the Editor of Archery Focus magazine and Master
Coach Steve Ruis, get a copy today!

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Need a Book for an Adult Just Getting Started?

Available at Better Pro Shops and Online Booksellers!

So, I just tell myself what to do as I go
along in the shot, right? Wrong! Your sub-
conscious mind knows what to do, you just

need to be “there” providing it the support it
needs. If you start to tell yourself what to do, it will
take a seat and allow you to do that . . . and you will
shoot horribly (just like you did when you first start-
ed). You only need to be paying attention as a watch-
er not as a manager. Your subconscious mind is lead
by what you think is important right now. If you think
nocking an arrow is important enough to be watching
it, and nothing else, your subconscious mind will do
that to the best of its ability. If your conscious mind
drifts off because of some delectable odors coming
from a barbeque preparing to serve lunch, or your cell
phone beckons with the tone you set it to announce a
new text message, it will wander over there to that
new topic with you and your arrow may or may not be
nocked in the right place or with the right  orienta-
tion.

When should you start doing this? Right away if
you haven’t been. It is a habit you need to develop as
soon as possible. When you have made it a habit, it
will seem “normal” and seem to not require any ener-
gy at all to do. Habits are perfect for archers, but they
do not eliminate the need to pay attention.

Thinking During a Normal Shot
So, what goes on in your head, that you can “hear”
while you are shooting? Normally . . . absolutely noth-
ing. All of the mental activity that counts is taking
place subconsciously so you are unaware of it. But this
quietude leaves us an opening to do a little fine tun-
ing of our shot. As we shoot, arrow after arrow, things
can go wriong. We can start dropping our bow arm,
or not drawing all the way to full draw, or. . . , or. . . .
We can, but a judiscious use of conscious thoughts fix
these problems as they crop up . . . by using cue words.

Using Cue Words Cue words are words or very
short phrases that zoom in on something that needs
extra attention. So, if you have been dropping your
bow arm the last couple of shots, you could mutter to
yourself (in the privacy of your own conscious mind)
“Strong Bow Arm!” or “Bow Arm Up!” or any short
phrase (single words are better but they need to be
specific) just before the release of the bow string. The

“So, what goes on in your head,
that you can “hear” while you
are shooting? Normally . . .

absolutely nothing.”

http://www.amazon.com/Shooting-Arrows-Archery-Adult-Beginners/dp/0984886052/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1362238951&sr=1-1&keywords=Shooting+Arrows
http://www.amazon.com/Shooting-Arrows-Archery-Adult-Beginners/dp/0984886052/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1362238951&sr=1-1&keywords=Shooting+Arrows
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Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!

Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney, Don
Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette Musta, and
others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target archery. You’ll
find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your form, and up-
to-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!

 pages • ISBN --- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Archery Retailers!

Over 17,000 sold!

cue word or words have to be applied in the segment
of the shot next in line. It will do you no good to sug-
gest “Strong Bow Arm!” to your subconscious mind
while you are taking your stance. It is more likely it
will cause confusion than help with a problem while
shooting.

Cue words are a very effective tool for managing
an archery perfornce from shot to shot. The old joke
about shooting a perfect score is easy “Step 1: Shoot a
10, Step 2: Repeat Step 1” is about 180 degrees away
from the truth. we do not “shoot tens,” we execute a
process that results in an arrow being shot and all set-
tings being correct, result in a score of 10. It is our
shot process which we repeat and that process is com-
plex, plus we have had problems with it as we devel-
oped it. Those probolems spring up from time to
time, even though we have dealt with them. We are

not robots. Every archer has a short list of
faults we are susceptible to. We also need a
short list of corrections to fix those when they
come up and cue words are often prominent on
that le

Conclusion
As with all aspects of the mental game of archery,
once you decide you are serious about becoming a
better archery, the time to apply the mental game is
now, right away. Unfortunately, too many archers see
what they can do physically, then when they reach a
plateau they cannot move up from, they decide to give
that weird mental stuff a shot. This is a huge waste of
time and effort. Every advanced archer of this era uses
a strong mental program to reach success. While
some in the past got by with just a physical game, the
competition was not as fierce back then and that just
won’t do any more.

Get started on developing your mental game.
When? Now!

“Every archer has a short list of
faults we are susceptible to. We
also need a short list of correc-
tions to fix those when they
come up and cue words are
often prominent on that list.”
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Are you tired from trying not to suck?

Are you .  .  . ?
Finding not sucking to be harder and harder?

Are you .  .  . ?
Tired of hear from your buddies about their winns and places when you

aren’t scoring anywhere close to them?
Are you .  .  . ?

Missing something from your game, you just can’t figure out what it is.
Then . . .

Why You Suck at Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the
“how to shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find
something is missing, Why You Suck at Archery addresses not only why
you suck but what you can do about it.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Want to know why you aren’t as good as you’d like?

Available from Amazon.com

Often poignant and always funny, Archery Mom Lorretta Sinclair has written
about her adventures guiding herself and three boys through the world of
archery. Navigating the shoals of coaches, equipment, tournaments, travel, and
a never-ending draw on her credit cards, she manages to find the bright side,
although not without some teeth gnashing thown in. Along the way she ends up
a mentor, coach (yes a real, as she would say, “certifiable” coach), road man-
ager, confidant and, ever, a mom. Even the after effects of the tragic death of
her second son are bared as she writes.

Follow Lorretta’s family as they experience life in the snowy mountains of
Utah and the high desert of California, and survive everything from snow and
hail to extreme high tempertures accompanied by sandblasting winds while just
trying to shoot a few arrows.

If you are a sports parent, especially an archery parent, there is a great
deal of wisdom, humor, and even a few tears in following Lorretta on her jour-
ney. 

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Confessions of an Archery Mom

http://www.amazon.com/gp/aw/d/0984886001/ref=mp_s_a_1?qid=1326398640&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.com/Why-You-Suck-at-Archery/dp/0984886036/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1356724230&sr=8-1&keywords=Why+You+Suck+at+Archery
http://www.amazon.com/gp/aw/d/0984886001/ref=mp_s_a_1?qid=1326398640&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.com/Why-You-Suck-at-Archery/dp/0984886036/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1356724230&sr=8-1&keywords=Why+You+Suck+at+Archery


The Watching Arrows Fly Catalog
The Watching Arrows Fly

Coaching Library

Larry Wise on Coaching Archery
(2014)

by Larry Wise
For compound and 

bowhunting coaches.

Archery Coaching How To’s
(2013)

by Steve Ruis
For those coaching out of their

area of experise and beginning-to-
intermediate coaches.

Even More on Coaching Archery
(2013)

by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.

More on Coaching Archery
(2010)

by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.

Coaching Archery (2008)
by Steve Ruis

For beginning-to-intermediate
coaches.

General Archery Titles

ProActive Archery (2012)
by Tom Dorigatti

For compound archers 
wanting to be 
really good.

Professional Archery Technique
Third Edition (2009)

by Kirk Ethridge
Primarily for compound and 3-

D archers.

Winning Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis

For archers wanting to learn how
to win.

Archery 4 Kids (2010)
by Steve Ruis

Written for an 8 to 14-year old
beginner audience.

Confessions of an Archery Mom
(2011)

by Lorretta Sinclair
Stories of an Archery Mom coping

with three boys, all
outstanding archers.

Shooting Arrows (2012)
by Steve Ruis

Written to help adults cope with
their new sport.

Why You Suck at Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis

Written for archers who want to
learn why they aren’t getting better

and how they can.

A Parent’s Guide to Archery
(2010)

by Steve Ruis
Written to help parents who have

children in archery.

All  T i t les Avai lable on Amazon.com

http://www.amazon.com/Professional-Archery-Technique-Kirk-Ethridge/dp/0982147120/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1294245497&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.com/Why-You-Suck-at-Archery/dp/0984886036/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1356724230&sr=8-1&keywords=Why+You+Suck+at+Archery
http://www.amazon.com/Winning-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147163/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1340991254&sr=8-1&keywords=Winning+Archery
http://www.amazon.com/ProActive-Archery-Tom-Dorigatti/dp/0984886028/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1357075372&sr=8-1&keywords=ProActive+Archery
http://www.amazon.com/More-Coaching-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/098214718X/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1304621716&sr=1-1-catcorr
http://www.amazon.com/Larry-Wise-Coaching-Archery/dp/0991332628/ref=tmm_pap_title_0?ie=UTF8&qid=1404227343&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/Even-More-Coaching-Archery-Steve/dp/0984886079/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1388594033&sr=8-1&keywords=even+more+on+coaching+archery
http://www.amazon.com/gp/aw/d/0984886001/ref=mp_s_a_1?qid=1326398640&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.com/Coaching-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147104/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245552&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/Parents-Guide-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147155/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1294245720&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/Archery-Coaching-How-Tos-Steve-Ruis/dp/0991332601/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1388520827&sr=1-1&keywords=archery+coaching+how+to%27s
http://www.amazon.com/Archery4Kids-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147171/ref=sr_1_5?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245662&sr=1-5
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